
LITERATURE, LOST

have been discovered: Ay Jherusalem! in the 1950s,
the Fazienda de Ultra Mar in the 1960s, the Auto de
la Pasión and the Coronación de la señora Gracisla
in the 1970s, and the Devocionario of doña Constanza
in the 1980s. The likelihood of further discoveries and
rediscoveries must diminish as the search goes on, but
it would be rash to assert than we have reached the
end of the process. And each discovery of a hitherto
lost work, each reassessment of the evidence for works
that are still lost, redraws to a greater or lesser extent
the map of medieval Spanish literature.

ALAN DEYERMOND
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LITERATURE, ORAL AND WRITTEN
As with other literatures of medieval Europe, that of
Spain composed between the twelfth and fifteenth cen-
turies reflects the transition of a culture from a predom-
inantly oral state to an increasingly literate one, with
the result that a determined literary work (e.g., the
Poema de Mio Cid), may contain traces of primary
orality (repetition and formulaic phrases; see the clas-
sic 1960 study by Lord) as well as certain learned fea-
tures (diplomatic and accounting references). This
convergence of oral and written elements can be stud-
ied in genres as diverse as lyric and epic poetry, the
romancero, and even prose works (notably the folktale
and the proverb) with respect to their sources, compo-
sition, and diffusion.

One of the goals of the medieval narrator was to
captivate his audience and to convince it of the impor-
tance and veracity of his work: the author/poet’s per-
sonal word was his “bond” with that group. Written
documents were often suspect, having a connotation
in the epic, for example, of privilege and secrecy, the
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insidious commands that they contain often backfiring
or ridiculing the executors of the documents (Montgo-
mery studies the issue for the Poema de Mio Cid, the
Siete infantes de Lara, the Mocedades de Rodrigo, and
other works). Thus it behooved the narrator to person-
alize his text in an ingratiating, often “chatty” manner
(although chroniclers citing time-honored written
auctoritates as an integral part of their own narratives
usually dispensed with this nicety). A poet would write
down his lines, imagining himself declaiming them to
an audience (real or fictional; see the 1965 study by
Gybbon-Monypenny on the works of Gonzalo de Ber-
ceo and the Libro de Alexandre); and prose texts as
diverse as Calila e Dimna (ca. 1250) and some exempla
of Juan Manuel’s Conde Lucanor (1335), would pres-
ent narratives in a scholastic objection-and-response
form so that the reader can imagine himself involved
in an oral disputation, that is, in the form of a “frame
story” that allows him the fiction of becoming part of
the listening company. In offering several theorems
of literary history, Ong comments on the “intriguing”
nature of medieval literature, given the influence on it
of a “strange new mixture of orality (disputations) and
textuality (commentaries on written works) in medie-
val academia,” observing too that “probably most me-
dieval writers across Europe continued the classical
practice of writing their literary works to be read
aloud. . . . This helped determine the always rhetorical
style as well as the nature of plot and characterization.”
This oral delivery is most evident, according to Crosby
in “the use of direct address not to the reader, but to
those listeners who are present at the recitation,” and
results in the presence of epideictic ‘demonstrative’
locutions (“afevos aqui,” “ya oyestes”) in works as
diverse as poetic hagiographic texts (e.g., the thir-
teenth-century Vida de Santa Marı́a Egipçiaca; early
chivalresque prose romances (e.g., the Libro del caval-
lero Zifar, ca. 1300) and prose histories (e.g., the fif-
teenth-century Crónica de Juan II) and scientific trea-
tises (e.g., Bernardo Gordonio’s Lilio de medicina,
1495. Formulaic phrases typical of minstrel epic poetry
may also be found in prose chronicles and chivalresque
romances (see the studies by Gómez Redondo and
Walker. As well, many belletristic texts like the Libro
de buen amor (1330, 1343) and the Arcipreste de Ta-
lavera o Corbacho (1438) were probably first diffused
orally for their sermonic value or for clerical instruc-
tion, being read silently only thereafter.

A useful evaluation of medieval Spanish literature
in terms of diglossia, or coexistence of two oral and
written linguistic systems (e.g., Latin and Span-
ish)—now popular, now learned—in a specific envi-
ronment was made in 1989 by Seniff; the same work
offers a series of tests under the categories “Aspectos
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LIVESTOCK

orales” and “Aspectos textuales [! escritos]” for ex-
amining the literary production of Alfonso X, Juan
Manuel, Alfonso Martı́nez de Toledo, Diego de San
Pedro, and Fernando de Rojas. The work of each au-
thor is shown to describe some degree of convergence
of orality (now spontaneous, now elaborately rhetori-
cal) and writing with respect to their sources, composi-
tion, and—perhaps most commonly—diffusion. A
cultural milestone is attained in the case of the last two
authors: the popularity of San Pedro’s Cárcel de Amor
(1492) and Rojas’ Celestina (ca. 1499, 1502), which
appeared shortly after the advent of the printing press
and were doubtless read aloud to small groups as well
as in silence by individuals, may qualify them as the
first “best-sellers” in Spanish literature. Yet of all gen-
res described above, the ballad remains as Spain’s
great living contribution to international oral literature,
and is currently the object of intense fieldwork by re-
searchers throughout the Hispanic world.

DENNIS P. SENIFF
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LIVESTOCK
Given the pervasive impact of pastoralism and of live-
stock upon the formative medieval centuries of the Ib-
erian economic, social, and military structures, it is
unfortunate that so little scholarly work has been done
on the subject, despite abundant data in royal law codes
and charters, the municipal fueros or forais, and in
private documentation such as deeds of purchase and
wills. Spanish and Portuguese linguistic usage subdi-
vides livestock and its raising (ganaderı́a; Portuguese
pastoreio) into two principal categories: ganado mayor
(Portuguese gado grosso), including such larger ani-
mals as horses, camels, cattle, mules, and donkeys; and
ganado menor (gado miudo), chiefly sheep, goats, and
pigs. Other articles here deal with sheep and cattle;
this one will devote itself largely to horses, with briefer
comment on other domesticated species.

So far as the horse is concerned, major attention
has customarily been paid to the effects of the centu-
ries-long importation of peerless Arabian and Barb
(that is, Berber) stock all through the Hispano-Islamic
Middle Ages. A hardly less pressing, if neglected,
question has to do with the indigenous breeds carried
over from the Roman and Visigothic epochs into the
life and warfare of the Asturo-Leonese and Navarrese
monarchies and the Arago-Catalan counties of the
early Reconquest. That such native strains bore any
marked resemblance to the still surviving Sorrais breed
of primitive Tarpon-like ponies seems unlikely; but
how far the handsome Andalusian equine of the south,
often styled the “Spanish horse” par excellence, de-
pends upon its classification as either a purely Iberian
Barb or a cross of indigenous and African Barb strains.
Centers of horse breeding tended to lie off the meseta
(plateau) in the Middle Ages: in Andalusia, for both
Muslims and Christians; in Catalonia all the way from
around Vic and Girona to the lower Ebro River; in
Portugal, near the coast and perhaps in Ribatejo.

In medieval Iberia the dominant function of the
horse was military; travel and carriage uses were dis-
tinctly secondary and employment for plowing, as in
ultra-Pyrenean manorial Europe, completely undocu-
mented. The physiography of the meseta, the extensive
tracts of despoblado (wasteland), and the Arabo-Beb-
ber fondness for mobile warfare combined to stress
mounted combat for both sides during the Reconquest
and this directly affected the need for, and breeding
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PROSE, BEGINNINGS OF

works of the period, Sergas de Esplandián (Seville,
1510, fifth book of the Amadı́s de Gaula cycle), and
Tragicomedia de Calisto y Melibea or (Celestina). To
both works he appends original poems (the first to do
so in the vernacular, and the first to style them—in
the instance of Celestina—in his role as corrector of
preprinting proofs) that are destined as parting com-
mentaries to readers. The octavas reales (verses com-
posed of eight hendecasyllabic lines rhyming aba-
babcc) he provides for Esplandián spare little
hyperbole in extolling the union of classical epic style
with the skills of the author, Garci Rodrı́guez de Mon-
talvo, and recommends it specifically to men and
women of taste and learning.

His intervention in the 150l Seville printing of the
sixteenth-act Comedia have had wider repercussions.
Proaza’s poem at the conclusion of the work opens
with references to the attraction of Orphic music and
suggests that the reader would do well to speak the
text, compares the work favorably to those of earlier
playwrights, indicates how the work can be read aloud
in small groups in the manner of lesedrama, reveals
what secrets are to be found in the acrostic verses that
form a prologue to the text, and ends by giving the date
(Salamanca, 1500; a lost version of another sixteen-act
Comedia?). Proaza adds to these another stanza, which
appears first in the Valencia 1514 Tragicomedia, and
which argues that the work merits being called a tragi-
comedy owing to the excesses that are ruefully pun-
ished in its pages. Proaza’s placing the Celestina firmly
among dramatic works meant for oral delivery has
come to play a crucial role in the ongoing debate over
its genre.

JOSEPH T. SNOW
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PROPHETIC CHRONICLE
A curious collection of materials closely related to the
Crónica Albeldense, although previously thought to be
independent. The chronicle contains its own internal
dating to April 883, that is, during the reign of King
Alfonso III of Asturias. It is chiefly remarkable be-
cause it predicts that expulsion of the Muslims from
the Iberian Peninsula will take place in November 884
on the basis of a biblical prophecy from Ezekiel that
actually does not exist in any known text of Scripture.
That strange prediction was included in a potpourri of
other materials including lists of the earlier kings of
Asturias, of Iberian bishops, and of the Roman prov-
inces of the peninsula. Throughout, the chronicle treats
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the kings of Asturias as the rightful successors to the
Visigothic rulers of the sixth and seventh centuries who
are said to have lost their kingdom to the Muslims by
reason of their sins and those of their subjects. It is
believed to have been inspired by the contemporary
successes of Alfonso III against the Muslims.

BERNARD F. REILLY
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PROSE, BEGINNINGS OF
The initial period of Castilian prose encompasses the
writings of Alfonso X (1221–1284), and this prose
becomes the tool for scholarship and literary creation
at the royal court. The study of this early period is
difficult because of the scarcity of documents and the
fact that they are of uncertain dates. Moreover, their
literary value is scarce or nonexistent.

Religious Prose

The Church used vernacular language in its
preaching, for the purpose of imparting Christian doc-
trine to the common people. These early sermons and
homilies have been lost. They represented the first
stage of oral prose used to address public audiences,
both courtly and popular. According to Lomax, this
practice was increased after the Lateran Council
(1215). The incomplete copy of a Disputa entre un
cristiano y un judı́o of the first third of the thirteenth
century, which was perhaps written by a renegade Jew,
is the earliest testimony of an encounter between dif-
ferent religions.

Legal Prose

The law promoted writing in Romance. Under
Fernando III the Visigothic Forum judicum or Fuero
Juzgo was translated into the vernacular. Some fueros
were directly written in this common language. R.
Menéndez Pidal proved that notarial practice, espe-
cially in documents relating to minor matters, was an
important factor in the process of adopting the vernac-
ular in writing. According to Rubio Garcı́a, the use of
the vernacular language in the royal chancellery dates
back to the end of the thirteenth century.

Early History

The Anales, a simple form of historical narrative,
were either written in Castilian or translated into this
language at an early date. Such was the case of the
Anales Toledanos. Royal history was written in Latin.
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PROSE, BEGINNINGS OF

In the kingdom of Castile, the two main works in the
Latin group are the Chronicon mundi (1236) by Lucas,
bishop of Túy, and the Historia Gothi by Rodrigo Ji-
ménez de Rada (1180?–1247).

The first known travel book is La Fazienda de
Ultramar, whose author is known as Almerich, arch-
deacon of Antioquia. It describes, using biblical refer-
ences, an itinerary to the Holy Land. The editor of this
work, Lazar, considered the extant text as original, but
Lapesa believes it is the Castilian version of a Latin,
Provençal, or Gascon original, written in the first third
of the thirteenth century. A Castilian cosmography
compiled around 1223 by Isidoro and Honorio, the
Semeiança del mundo, should also be mentioned.

The Vernacular Language: A Bridge between
Arabic, Hebrew, and Latin

From the time of Archbishop of Toledo Don Rai-
mundo (1126–1152) on, an oral romance version was
used as an intermediate step between the original Ara-
bic or Hebrew text and its Latin translation. The “Es-
cuela de Traductores de Toledo” (School of Transla-
tors of Toledo) used this method to translate ibn Sı̄nā,
al-Ghazālı̄, ibn Gabirol, and ibn Rushd. Such practice
may have been a great incentive for the early develop-
ment of prose.

Translations of Arabic Tales

Together with the great works produced under the
sponsorship of Alfonso X, collections of Arabic tales
were translated in this period. They represent the first
stage in the development of prose-fiction. Calila e
Dimna, stemming from the Arabic version by ibn al-
Mukaffa, is a collection of tales intended to be a “mir-
ror of princes.” Sendebar, of Sanskrit origin, is another
educational tale collection, with a misogynous bias. In
both books the stories appear within a frame structure,
and they are intended to instruct. Later on, Juan Man-
uel produced El Conde Lucanor, the Castilian master-
piece of the genre.

Counsel Books

Some of the first samples of vernacular didactic
writing are books in which learning is imparted by
means of proverbs. Such is the case of Poridat de pori-
dades, a collection of Arabic sentences presented as
advice given by Aristotle to Alexander the Great. In
the Libro de los doze sabios, twelve wise men counsel
a young king. The Libro de los buenos proverbios pre-
sents a series of diverse advice, some in dialogue form,
which are attributed to wise men of the Orient and the
Occident. The Flores de filosofı́a and the Libro de los
cien capı́tulos, both of uncertain dating, may have been
written during the thirteenth century.
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In sum, prose becomes established later than verse
in literary practice. The process takes place within
chronological limits difficult to specify. Vernacular
language is subject to the strong influence of the
learned languages: Latin, Arabic, and Hebrew. Ver-
nacular prose was adopted by the church, and used for
the formulation of laws, as well as for the purpose of
teaching.

FRANCISCO LÓPEZ ESTRADA
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PROSTITUTION
In the Middle Ages, prostitution was not considered a
crime, but rather a necessary evil. Consequently, in
order to make sure that they were not confused with
respectable women, society isolated prostitutes by
making them live in designated places such as brothels
(mancebı́as), and by requiring them to wear certain
types or colors of clothing. Nevertheless, society ac-
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DIDACTIC PROSE, CASTILIAN

to the Ebro valley. In the face of this danger, the tā’ifa
of Zaragoza and Sancho Ramı́rez of Aragón allied
against him. Alfonso VI, who tried to take Valencia
in 1092, entrusted the defense of Christian interests in
that zone to Rodrigo. Al-Qādir of Valencia was de-
posed and killed by the Valencian qād. ı̄ Ibn Jahhaf, with
Almoravid help. El Cid, with the aid of anti-African
Muslims and of the Mozarabs, occupied Valencia and
repelled the Almoravid relieving army (Battle of Cu-
arte, October 1094).

The Cid established himself as “lord of Valencia”
and supreme judge, by hereditary right, maintaining
his fidelity to Alfonso VI; he coined money and resided
with his troops in the citadel of the city. He established
a regime of coexistence, allowing the Muslims to keep
their property, their system of taxation, and religious
liberty, although they surrendered their arms. Former
rebels were relocated to the suburb of Alcudia. After
the Almoravid attack in January 1097, their defeat in
the Battle of Bairén, and the capture of Murviedro
(modern Sagunto) in 1098, Rodrigo converted the
mosque into a cathedral (the first bishop was a French-
man, Jerome of Perigord). To consolidate alliances he
arranged the marriage of his daughters Cristina and
Marı́a to Infante Ramiro of Navarre and Ramón Be-
renger III, Count of Barcelona, respectively. He died
10 July 1099 without a male heir, and Valencia fell to
the Almoravids in 1102. Thus the route to the northeast
was opened, and Castile’s effort to consolidate its do-
minion in the east was nullified.

Rodrigo quickly became an epic personality, al-
though the memory of his historical existence was not
lost. He was a military genius, a hero formed by exile
and adventure during the difficult years of the Almora-
vid invasion; he represented to perfection the values
of chivalry and vassalage, the spirit of the frontier, and
coexistence between Christians and Muslims, under
the aegis of the king-emperor of León and Castile.

MIGUEL ANGEL LADERO QUESADA
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DIDACTIC PROSE, CASTILIAN

Definition

There is no standard definition of didactic litera-
ture. It often suffers from being viewed as a miscella-
neous genre, defined negatively as what remains of
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literature when narrative, lyric, and (possibly) the reli-
gious genres have been subtracted. In this view its
postmedieval successors are the discursive genres, the
essay, and belles-lettres, in which substance is poorly
focused or subordinate to form.

For our purpose didactic literature is taken to be
the literature that teaches either morals or facts. It in-
cludes wisdom literature, mirrors of princes, exempla,
and didactic romances. In accordance with a modern
critical tradition of doubtful validity, it excludes his-
tory, biography, and hagiography but includes a num-
ber of works, such as legal texts that, when they occur
in postmedieval writing, are regarded by critics as
subliterary or nonliterary. Some such works are so
plain as to be artless, but they may also include, gener-
ally in an illustrative or corroborative capacity, ele-
ments such as anecdotes that would be regarded as
literature.

Theory

The concept of didacticism is recognized in classi-
cal definitions of the function of literature. “Teaching”
figures in the pair docere ornare (Quintilian, Institutio
oratia, 9.4.127) and the triad docere/delectare/movere
(Quintilian, Institutio, 3.5.2; 8 prooem, 7; hence Marti-
anus Capella 5.473). “To teach” in these classical ex-
amples seems always to denote the conveyance of fac-
tual information; in medieval formulations “to teach”
usually means to teach good ways.

Very often (given the medieval tendency to view
the world in terms of issues rather than phenomena),
the ethical and factual categories overlap. For example,
Juan Manuel’s Libro de los estados is notionally a soci-
ological description of the estates of men, but is actu-
ally concerned with saving one’s soul within one’s es-
tate. In the Arte cisoria, Enrique de Villena prescribes
not only the professional but also the moral formation
of the carver: one is reminded of Cato the Elder’s de-
scription, picked up by Quintilian, of the orator as “a
good man skilled in speaking” (Ad filium, 14). Simi-
larly the mentality of the bestiary, reflected in Juan
Manuel’s Libro del cavallero e del escudero, or of the
medieval historian gives moral interpretation a status
equal or superior to that of the relation of facts.

The didactic frame of mind is also important in
the reception of texts: the reading of literature as a
source of facts or as the occasion for moral commen-
tary, sometimes allegorical, was already established in
the schools in antiquity, and encouraged by St. Paul’s
dictum, “All that is written is written for our doctrine”
(Rom. 15:4, translated by Chaucer). The Siete Partidas
is didactic in both senses: besides its practical intent,
they it was used as material for moral works on chiv-
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alry. The double function of legal texts is encapsulated
by the citation of the Horatian tag Omne punctum tulit
qui miscuit utile dulci [Every point that combines the
pleasing with the useful is well taken] (Ars poetica,
343) and the claim to benefit both body and soul in
the prologue to the Fueros de Aragón. The popularity
of such an attitude is shown by the use of the promise
of moral teaching as a selling point on early title pages
such as that of Celestina, and by the fact that, in surviv-
ing inventories of libraries and in the output of the early
printers, didactic works outweigh lyric and romance
works.

An essential feature of the genre is its seriousness;
the unambiguous meaning is paramount. Juan Manuel
insists on clarity as the basis of style: “Más de consentir
et más aprovechoso para el que ha de aprender es en
ser la scriptura más luenga et declarada que non abrevi-
ada et escura; ca el que aprende, entre todas las cosas
que ha mester, es que aya vagar para aprender”
[Clearly developed and openly declared writing is
more beneficial and to be encouraged for those who
are to learn, rather than tense, obscure writing; he who
learns, must above all, have the space in which to do
so] (Libro de los estados, I, 1xiv).

Prose

Isidore of Seville calls prose “an extended utter-
ance free from metrical rules” [“producta oratio et a
lege metri soluta”] (Etymologies, I.38.1). This is the
ultimate source for the marqués de Santillana’s refer-
ence in the Prohemio e carta to “la soluta prosa.” Isi-
dore goes on to give the etymology of prose as “ex-
tended and straight” and declares the chronological
priority of prose over verse. This last point is generally
accepted as regards Castilian literature. The earliest
use of prose in its modern sense in Spanish may occur
in the first translation of the Consolation of Philos-
ophy.

Factual Works. Whereas factual verse is common in
French, English, and other medieval languages, in
Spanish factual material is largely in prose. The
schema of the sciences that the Florentine Brunetto
Latini (Tesoretto, I, 3–4) developed in the thirteenth
century out of Aristotle and Isidore provides a back-
ground against which to place the various factual
works. Philosophy is divided into theory, practice, and
logic. Theory is divided into theology, physics, and
mathematics, and mathematics is subdivided into arith-
metic, music, geometry, and astronomy. Practice is di-
vided into ethics, economics, and politics. Politics is
subdivided into the mechanical arts and what in other
schemes is called the trivium (grammar, dialectic, and
rhetoric). Logic is divided into dialectic, physics, and
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sophistics. These topics are not evenly represented in
Old Spanish, and while some subjects are present in
the vernacular corpus from the beginnings, others are
not found until the fifteenth century.

In theology there are plenty of religious texts, gen-
erally works of devotion meant for the layman rather
than for the specialized religious reader. In physics
there is a substantial corpus, not earlier than the fif-
teenth century, of medical works, including Villena’s
Tratado de la lepra. Although it concerns natural his-
tory, the Lucidario commissioned by Sancho IV pro-
poses a religious interpretation of its material expressly
in opposition to the rational sciences. There are some
“natural questions” in La Donzella Teodor. In mathe-
matics arithmetic, music, and geometry apparently
have no Old Spanish texts. Astronomy is present in
the vernacular as early as the Alfonsine corpus. (Ethics
is discussed in “Books Teaching Morals,” below.)

Economics (the art of running a household) is rep-
resented at the practical level by Villena’s Arte cisoria
and at the theoretical level by much of wisdom litera-
ture. Politics is covered by the mirrors of princes; Ro-
drigo Sánchez de Arévalo’s Suma de la polı́tica is
partly indebted to this genre.

Juan Manuel’s claim (in the prologue to the Libro
de la caza) that Alfonso X had translated all the liberal
and mechanical arts is not borne out by the surviving
Alfonsine corpus. There is nothing in Old Spanish on
weaving, armatura (the plastic arts and architecture),
or theatrica; perhaps travel books may be placed under
navigation (which includes trade). Although there were
Old Catalan treatises on agriculture, there apparently
is nothing in Castilian. Hunting is well represented in
Old Spanish from the beginnings. Medicine, which ap-
pears twice in Brunetto Latini’s schema, is treated
under physics. Villena includes his Arte cisoria among
the mechanical arts.

Grammar seems not to be represented by vernacu-
lar works before the fifteenth century, when Villena’s
Arte de trobar, with some discussion of grammar, and
Antonio de Nebrija’s Gramática appeared. Rhetoric,
according to Latini, includes preaching, Scripture, and
law. Rhetoric proper and poetics are dealt with in Juan
Alfonso de Baena’s Prologus baenensis, Santillana’s
Proemio, Villena’s Arte de tro bar, and Juan del Enci-
na’s Arte de poesı́a castellana. Vernacular works on
sermonizing are lacking. Scripture is covered by works
of exegesis, such as Villena on Psalm 8, Quoniam vi-
debo; but the vast bulk of biblical scholarship, such as
Alfonso Fernández de Madrigal’s commentaries, is in
Latin. Law, by contrast, was one of the first categories
to be transferred to the vernacular (doubtless for practi-
cal reasons). On logic and its subdivisions there is
nothing.
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There is a considerable corpus of courtly material.
To hunting may be added works on other courtly is-
sues: chivalry is studied by a number of authors, among
them Valera, indebted to the Partidas. There are works
on heraldry by Juan Manuel (Libro de las armas), Juan
Rodrı́guez del Padrón, Diego Valera, and Juan de
Mena (Tratado sobre el tı̄tulo de duque). Courtesy lit-
erature seems underrepresented in Spanish: a rare ex-
ample is Villena’s Arte cisoria. Chess is treated in
Spanish as early as Alfonso X. Magic and alchemy are
represented by the Alfonsine Lapidario and Villena’s
Tratado del aojamiento.

Spanning all these topics are the encyclopedias:
the Visión deleitable of Alfonso de la Torre (a best-
seller) and the much smaller scale Libro del cavallero
e del escudero of Juan Manuel, as well as translations
of Isidore, Latini, and Bartholomaeus Anglicus.

Why this uneven distribution? Some subjects may
have been too technical for the vernacular; others may
have been considered too lowly to be committed to
writing and were transmitted orally. Thus, although in
Italian there are such works as Cennino Cennini’s late
fourteenth-century manual for painters, in a less liter-
ate society such knowledge would have not been writ-
ten down.

Books Teaching Morals. The difference between the
exemplum and the didactic romance (Barlaam and Jo-
saphat, Zifar) is not simply length. The characters in
the exemplum are defined by wisdom or folly; in ro-
mances they are defined by a broader range of virtues
and vices.

Although there were Castilian translations of John
of Wales and the Fiore di virtù, summa on virtues and
vices are rare in Spanish outside the mirrors of princes.
The utilization of, for example, the Moralium dogma
philosophorum in vernacular works shows that in at
least this case Spaniards handled Latin manuals with-
out the aid of translations. There is a body of preserved
vernacular sermons; indebted to the sermon tradition
is the Corbacho of Alfonso Martı́nez de Toledo. In the
fifteenth century a variety of essayistic works on moral
themes appeared: allegories (Villena’s Doze trabajos
de Hércules), dialogues (Juan de Lucena’s De vita
beata; Diá logo de Cipión y Hanı́bal), and Senecan
epistle-essays (Hermando de Pulgar’s Letra and Vil-
lena’s Tratado de la consolación).

History and Stylistic Development

The earliest monuments of Spanish prose are, as
elsewhere, paraliterary. The first examples of literary
prose (thirteenth century) are didactic works translated
from or modeled on Arabic or Hebrew at the Castilian
court. The Alfonsine works were influential through-
out the Middle Ages.
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Broadly speaking, Whinnom was right to insist on
the lack of a continuous tradition of Spanish prose.
However, comparing the beginning of the vernacular
period with the end of the Middle Ages, we might note
a tendency away from Semitic parataxis and toward
Latin periodicity, perhaps reflecting a movement away
from oral to written culture. Indeed, some Alfonsine
sentences are positively antiperiodic, with the strong-
est idea at the beginning, with the rest tailing away:
“Fuerç nin premia non deuen fazer en ninguna manera
a ningund judio por que se torne cristiano, mas con
buenos exiemplos e con los dichos de las Santas es-
cripturas e con falagos los deuen los cristianos con-
uertir a la fee de Nuestro Sennor Jhesu Christo, ca
Nuestro sennor Dios non quiere nin ama seruicio quel
sea fecho por premia” [“Force or coercion of any kind
should not be brought to bear upon any Jew to turn
Christian; rather he should be converted to the faith of
Our Lord Jesus Christ through good examples and the
sayings of Holy Scripture; Our Lord God does not love
service rendered through force.”] (Partida 7, xxiv. 6).
In some cases authors use grammatically hypotactic
structures in sentences that give equal status to all
members in a way typical of parataxis: “El qual Anfi-
arao se escondio por non ir a conplir el su sacerdotal
oficio en la batalla, enpero que non sopo otro ninguno
de como se escondiera salvo su muger Erifile, la qual
convencida por dones de oro mostro e descubrio el
lugar donde Anfiarao estava escondido, al qual sacaron
de alli e levaronlo a la batalla, segund convenia” [“The
said Anfiarao hid in order not to carry out his sacerdo-
tal duty in the battle, which was only known by his
wife Erifile who, convinced by gifts of gold, revealed
the place where Anfiarao was hiding, from where he
was taken to the battle, as was necessary”]; Juan de
Mena, Commentary on Coronación, (stanza viii). True
Ciceronianism comes only with Luis de Granada in
the sixteenth century.

One may also chart a growing use of Latin rheto-
ric. Although certain figures are always an option in
Old Spanish, the repertoire expands as the Middle
Ages wear on; the doublets of the early prosaists (often
identified as an oral feature or a Semiticism) and trias
of Baena’s Prologus give way to classical condupli-
catio. The style of the Old Spanish corpus can be
highly mannered. Although prose was defined by its
freedom from metrical rules, there is a minority current
of metrical/numerical art prose. In such cases the pas-
sages or texts either take their style from their immedi-
ate source (as with certain passages in Alfonso or Juan
Manuel, Conde Lucanor, II, 6) or belong to a readily
identifiable tradition (as with the Soliloquios of Fernán-
dez Pecha, modeled on the supposititious works of St.
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DIDACTIC PROSE, CASTILIAN

Augustine), or Juan Manuel’s text on the Passion in
Libro de los estados, I, 1vii).

It was difficult to accommodate the cadences of
the Latin cursus (used in the liturgy and in chancery
documents) to Spanish, partly because the cursus did
not permit a stressed syllable at the end of the phrase,
and valued the elegant proparoxytones common in
Latin and Italian but rare in Castilian. The distinctive
cadences of Villena rarely correspond to the cursus
proper; they are generally the product of imitating
“dovetailing” classical hyperbaton.

Translation afforded opportunities for imitating
various Latin styles, such as the sample of Roman fo-
rensic rhetoric in Brunetto Latini’s Tesoretto (III,
xxxv). The higher of the two styles adopted by Martı́-
nez de Toledo in the Corbacho derives directly from
his source, Andreas Capellanus.

BARRY TAYLOR
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DINIS, KING OF PORTUGAL
King Dinis, son of King Afonso III and Queen Beatriz
of Castile, was born 9 October 1261 and died on 7
January 1325. The sixth king of Portugal, he ascended
the throne on 16 February 1279.

During the long reign of Dinis, Portugal reached
in many respects its high-water mark in the Middle
Ages. The monarch’s actions generated significant in-
ternal growth within his kingdom and also did much
to ensure the viability of Portugal as an independent
entity in the Iberian Peninsula. With the Muslim threat
largely neutralized, Dinis was free to turn his attention
to Portugal’s boundaries with Castile. Towns, castles,
and strongholds in three areas were of particular con-
cern: (1) those on the east bank of the Guadiana River,
(2) those of the Ribacoa district in the region of Boira
Baixa, and (3) those near the Castilian border which
were under the control of Dinis’s younger brother
Afonso.

Through shrewd alliances and the judicious use
of military force, Dinis took advantage of the dynastic
problems in Castile following the death of Sancho IV
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in 1295. The Portuguese monarch first gained undis-
puted authority over the towns of Moura, Serpa, and
Mourāo. Then, in the Treaty of Alcañices (1297),
which definitively fixed Portugal’s borders with Cas-
tile, Portugal gained the towns and fortresses it desired
in the Ribacoa district. The treaty was sealed by mar-
riage alliances between Fernando IV of Castile and
Constança, Dinis’ daughter, and between Fernando’s
sister Beatriz and Dinis’ heir, the future Afonso IV.

Dinis also resolved the problems inherent in his
younger brother’s control of a number of towns on the
Castilian border, which Prince Afonso used as staging
points to intervene in Castilian affairs. Dinis was deter-
mined to bring Afonso’s towns under royal authority
and surrounded his brother’s fortresses. In 1299 an
accord was reached in which Afonso received privi-
leges over Sintra, Ourém, and other places closer to
Lisbon in exchange for his rights over the towns near
Castile’s borders. This action not only helped secure
Dinis’ borders, but also removed an irritant to Portu-
gal’s relations with Castile.

To further strengthen his kingdom’s borders,
Dinis undertook a large-scale program of renovation
and repair, constructing forty-four new strongholds
and castles and repairing many old ones. Also, because
many of the border towns were underpopulated, Dinis
promoted resettlement. The Ribacoa district and the
east bank of the Guadiana River received the greatest
attention. But the region north of the Duero River was
not neglected. Walls were built to strengthen Guimar-
ães and Braga, as well as several smaller towns. In
addition, Dinis had a wall constructed along the banks
of the Tagus River to protect Lisbon from attacks by
sea.

Related to these activities were Dinis’ efforts to
separate from Castilian influence and authority the four
clerico-military orders active in Portugal: the Templ-
ars, the Hospitalers, Santiago, and Avis. The first two
were international orders with headquarters in the Holy
Land and branches throughout Europe; the latter two
had their origins in the Iberian Peninsula. All four had
played important roles in driving out the Muslims,
holding the frontiers, and reclaiming the newly won
lands. For these activities, the orders had been given
extensive spiritual and temporal privileges.

Portugal’s conflicts with Castile, especially during
the reigns of Sancho IV (1284–1295) and his son Fer-
nando IV (1295–1312), convinced Dinis that his king-
dom’s security was threatened by the fact that the cler-
icomilitary orders in Portugal were under the
jurisdiction of non-Portuguese leaders. Castilian inter-
ference in the political and military life of the monk-
knights living in Portugal was an ever-present danger,
especially in the Order of Santiago. During the Portu-
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PROVERBS

cepted the prostitute for the necessary function she
filled, as the extensive medieval legislation on prostitu-
tion shows.

Although prostitution has always existed, it only
acquired a regulated urban presence with the rise of
the cities and the middle classes. Prostitutes were gen-
erally women of lower social class status who turned
to the profession after being left without family and
without money. Prostitution was considered necessary
because it provided a sexual outlet for men, who out-
numbered women and in many cases lacked access to
marriage because of a shortage of females.

Cities generally had one or several brothels where
prostitutes lived and worked. Laws in the fueros (mu-
nicipal codes) and especially in city ordinances, regu-
lated the prostitutes’ activities to assure that the prac-
tice did not disturb public order. The brothel had a
manager who was responsible for making sure that the
operation ran smoothly and that money was handled
appropriately. The mancebı́as belonged to various in-
stitutions, including the crown, the Church (as was the
case in Córdoba), and most frequently, the city. The
crown could also transfer the earnings of its brothels
to a particular noble as a reward for his services, as
was the case in Málaga and later in Granada. The ma-
jority of the problems caused by prostitution occurred
when prostitutes left the brothel to work on their own,
an offense that was punished with fines.

Prostitution was the greatest form of the economic
exploitation of women in the Middle Ages.

CRISTINA SEGURA GRAIÑO

A. C. AL-MUDAYNA
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PROVERBS
Eleanor O’Kane, in her seminal work, distinguished
among erudite sayings (proverbios), popular sayings
(refranes), and proverbial phrases—grammatically in-
complete proverbs.
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Erudite sayings in medieval Iberian sentential
works introduce a topic and provoke further thought.
For this reason they sometimes take the form of enig-
mas or riddles whose referents need not be guessed:
“El saber es nave de los obedientes” [“Knowledge is
the ship of the obedient”] (Libro de los buenos prov-
erbios). The hearer first conjures up the image and then
draws up a mental list of correspondences in order to
benefit from the lesson. Patronio, aware of how taxing
sentential sayings could be, warns the Conde Lucanor
that the proverbios listed as a supplement to his exem-
plary tales are enigmatic: “vos converná de aguzar el
entendimiento para las entender” [“You had better
sharpen your undestanding to understand them”] (Cu-
arta Parte).

Erudite proverbs occur in dialogues between a
sage and a pupil (Poridat de las poridades, Conde Lu-
canor) a father and son in the manner of Proverbs and
Ecclesiasticus (Zifar, Vida de Ysopo), as a transcription
of an ancient work (Libro de los proverbios), as the
proceedings of a meeting of sages (Libro de los doze
sabios), or in riddle form as the contents of a battle of
wits (La donçella Teodor).

On the other hand, refranes occur in discourse and
illustrate, amplify, or reinforce meaning. Their princi-
pal function in discourse is to sum up a situation. The
defeated Poro in the Libro de Alexandre warns Alex-
andre that fortune is undependable: “Ca son fado e
viento malos de retener” [“It is destiny and wind and
impossible to keep”]. Refranes also recommend a
course of action; Trotaconventos in the Libro de buen
amor tells her customer that her services are valuable:
“El que al lobo enbı́a . . . carne espera” [“He who sends
the wolf expects meat”].

The reader envisions the image adduced by the
proverb, and selects the meaning that applies to the
immediate situation. Unlike sentential sayings, re-
franes become intelligible only through the shared cul-
tural experience of speaker and listener.

At times a proverb alludes to a familiar folktale
even though the tale itself is no longer current; for
example, “Ay molino te veas casado” [“Oh mill, would
that you were married”] in the Libro de buen amor.
Familiar sayings can appear in truncated form as prov-
erbial phrases—for example, “com al carnero que fue
buscar la lana” [“Like the ram that went looking for
wool”] (Poema de Fernán González)—or they can be
transformed comically—for example, “Moço malo,
moço malo más val’ enfermo que sano” [“A bad
helper, a bad helper is worth more sick than well”]
(Libro de buen amor). Occasionally a speaker will cre-
ate a chain of refranes: “Perezoso nin tardinero non
seas en tomar; muchas cosas prometidas se pierden
por vagar; Quando te dieren la cabrilla, acorre con la
soguilla; Quien te algo prometiere, luego tomando
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PROVERBS

fiere” [“Don’t be lazy or late when taking; many prom-
ised things are lost because of delay; when they give
you the goat, run with the rope; whosoever promises
something later wounds by taking”] (Corbacho).

Recognizing refranes in literary texts from the
past, and distinguishing them from sentential sayings
or from individual flashes of wit that are preproverbial,
is a difficult task in the absence of shared cultural reso-
nance between reader and author. Abrahams defines
proverbs as “among the shortest forms of traditional
expression that call attention to themselves as formal
artistic entities.” Frequently, their acontextuality, or
strangely inappropriate subject matter, alerts the reader
to possible proverbiality, particularly when, as Barley
notes, an “underlying logical structure” is discernible:
“Oro majado luçe” [“Beaten gold shines”] (Berceo,
Santo Domingo de Silos).

In some cases the author identifies proverbs ex-
plicitly as parlilla, fabla, fablilla, palavra, pastraña,
derecho, prouerbio antiguo, or retraer, or prefaces the
saying with such comments as “por ende dizen,”
[“therefore they say”] or “dizen las viejas” [“old
women say”]. Lacking this identification these popular
sayings are identifiable by the acontextuality of their
image (“ca de pequeña çentella se leuanta gran fuego”
[“from a small spark a great fire arises”] or by their
structure: Quien (He who)—“Quien bien see non se
lieue,” [“He who sits well should not get up”]. El
que—“El que suel ser vençido será el vençedor,” [“He
who is usually conquered will conquer”]; Mejor es (It
is better to)—“Mejor es tardar e recabdar que non
auerse ome a repentir por se rebatar.” [“It is better to
be late and get what you want than to withdraw”]; Más
vale (more valuable than)—“Más vale saber que auer,”
[“Knowledge is more valuable than wealth”]; No hay
. . . sin (There is no without)—“Non ay paño sin raça,”
[“There is no cloth without tearing”]; Tal . . . tal (He
who, gets . . .)—“Qui tal faze, tal prenda,” [“What
goes around, comes around”] (Berceo, Milagros); or
Qual . . . tal—“Qual aqui fiziere tal avrá de padir,”
[“He who does gets it back in return”] (Apolonio).

Proverbial phrases are even more difficult to vali-
date because they can be confused easily with possibly
preproverbial similes or metaphors. In the absence of
authorial identification, these colorful fragments can
be called proverbial if they appear in complete form
elsewhere. Proverbial phrases are often sayings that
derive from anecdotes about historical events or from
folktales. Consider the saying: “Tijeretas han de ser”
[“They must be scissors”] an echo of the tale of the
drowning woman who died insisting that she had been
right (Corbacho). The fragmentary “Amidos faze el
perro barvecho” [“The wild dog gets little attention”]
is understandable through its equivalent listed in the
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seventeenth century by Correas: “Perro de barbecho,
ladra sin provecho,” [“The wild dog’s howl is without
profit”]. A modern compilation lists it as “Amidos hace
el can barbecho.”

HARRIET GOLDBERG
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PULGAR, FERNANDO DEL
No complete study exists of the life and works of this
royal secretary and official historian. We know little
of his personal life, family, and friends. He was mar-
ried, had a daughter who became a nun, and a brother
Rodrigo, murdered in l474 in obscure circumstances.
A document, not fully authenticated, says his father
was a court scribe, Diego Rodrı́guez de Toledo. Indi-
rectly we know he came from the Toledo area (c.1420)
and died of old age in Villaverde, a village near Madrid
(c. 1490). He may have been educated in the household
of the “relator” Fernán Dı́az de Toledo and in the chan-
ceries of Juan II and Enrique IV of Castile; the only
acquaintance he names with special warmth is Fernán
Pérez de Guzmán. From 1457 on his name appears in
documents as secretary in the chancery of Enrique IV
where no doubt he became acquainted with the official
chronicler Alfonso de Palencia.

In the crisis over the succession in Castile, Enrique
IV intended to send Pulgar to Rome in early 1473 to
get dispensation for the marriage of his daughter Juana
to the Infante Enrique Fortuna; the arrangement never
came about. On the accession of Queen Isabel, Pulgar
was entrusted with the first important mission to
France to arrange the terms under which an alliance
could be reestablished. It has been suggested that a
letter sent to Pedro González de Mendoza, el “Gran
Cardenal,” accused Pulgar of being a judaizer and of
speaking ill of Queen Isabel, and that this forced him
out of her favor, but no documentary proof has yet
appeared.
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JUAN II, KING OF CASTILE AND LEÓN

His influence over the monarch inspired both envy and
gossip, at one point leading the nobles to denounce
Luna and accuse him of having introduced abominable
practices at court, alluding to a rumored homosexual
relationship with the king. Led by the two sons of Fer-
nando I, Juan and Enrique, known as the Infantes de
Aragón, the nobles saw an opportunity to increase their
power and privileges at the expense of Don Álavro
and the monarchy. Don Álvaro, however, remained
confident of the king’s support and relied heavily on
the backing of others who associated the crown’s inter-
ests with their own, namely the lower and middle lay-
ers of society. Luna brilliantly exploited the concerns
and aspirations of the non-noble sectors of society and
successfully increased his own influence and estate as
he sought to centralize the power of the monarchy.

Luna’s power, however, was sometimes under-
mined by intrigues and, through the duration of his
career, he received inconsistent support from the king.
On various occasions, as Juan fell under the influence
of the nobles, Luna was exiled from the realm, only
to have the king recall him later. Even when Juan II
and Luna triumphed militarily against the nobility and
the Infantes, as they did at Olmedo in 1445, victory
was soon clouded by intrigues. For the entire duration
of Juan II’s reign the monarchy found itself at odds
with the nobles and consistently in crisis.

The House of Trastámara, in order to gain the sup-
port of the nobles at the end of the civil wars of the
fourteenth century, had been obliged to assign the no-
bility vastly increased power in the form of mercedes,
or grants, which greatly reduced the royal treasury.
The regents of the realm also paid the price of stability
during Juan II’s minority in a similar fashion. The bur-
dened royal finances could not give the crown the su-
periority over the nobility that it needed if it was to
maintain an independent policy. Taxes were raised but
they never reached the treasury, and by 1442 it had
become necessary to pass a law against nobles who
seized royal revenues in order to ensure the grants
owed them by the crown. The kings’ revenues, when
not seized by nobles or committed to them in advance,
were insufficient for the creation of a permanent armed
force to protect them. To make matters worse, the af-
fluent, mostly rural nobility maintained their own
armed forces, resulting in pitched battles and sieges
against the monarchy and among themselves. The
power of the cities declined from 1419–1430 as the
Infantes de Aragón and Luna, in the king’s name, vied
for their support. Even the intellectuals were divided.
On the one hand, the marqués de Santillana, one of
the great humanists of his age, logically supported the
nobles; on the other, Juan de Mena, the king’s secretary
and one of the most notable scholars of the fifteenth
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century, staunchly defended the monarchy, calling
upon Juan II to recognize his greatness, shake off tyr-
anny, and restore the law to the kingdom.

After years of conflict, and shortly after Luna’s
execution in June 1453, a letter under the king’s signa-
ture circulated in the realm. It explained Luna’s down-
fall as the result of a joint demand of both the noble and
non-noble classes. Although the letter was probably
written by one of Luna’s sworn enemies, Diego de
Valera, and not the king, the cortes duly congratulated
the king on seizing the reigns of government for him-
self. In fact, however, Juan II failed to govern up until
his death a year later, turning over affairs of state to
two clerics, one of whom had been Luna’s ally.

When Juan II died, he left three children: Enrique,
by his first wife, Marı́a de Aragón, who would succeed
him as Enrique IV; and the Infantes Alfonso and Isabel
by his second wife, Isabel of Portugal. His daughter
Isabel would succeed her half-brother Enrique IV in
1474 and become known as Isabel the Catholic.

Despite his weak character, Juan II was a discern-
ing, intelligent individual and a lover of the arts. Dur-
ing his reign poetry, music, and the arts flourished at
court. He had a strong sense of the importance of litera-
ture and culture, and was himself an accomplished poet
and musician. He is buried at Burgos in the Carthusian
monastery of Miraflores next to his second wife, Isabel
of Portugal. His magnificent tomb, sculpted by Gil de
Siloé, stands as a memorial to an almost forgotten king
who was a major patron of the arts.

E. MICHAEL GERLI
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JUAN MANUEL
Son of Alfonso X’s younger brother, Manuel, and
grandson of Fernando III; born in Escalona (Toledo)
in 1282. From a very young age, he participated both
in war (particularly in the advances on Murcia, which
lasted from 1284 to 1339) and in politics, though not
without differences with his council.

Along with his hectic political life during the
reigns of Fernando IV (1295–1312) and Alfonso XI
(1312–1350), which was largely motivated, as he him-
self says, by questions of onra [honor/reputation] and
facienda [property/wealth], Juan Manuel displayed an
encyclopedic knowledge that was indicative of his de-
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JUAN MANUEL

sire to emulate his uncle, Alfonso X, whom he admired
from an exclusively cultural (and not political) per-
spective. He was also a devout man, influenced by the
Dominican tradition, which he followed throughout the
various didactic works of his career. After retiring from
active political life, Juan Manuel died in 1348; he is
buried in the monastery at Peñafiel, which he founded.

In the general prologue to his works, the author
expresses the philological/critical anxiety that his texts
might be poorly copied, declaring that the authentic,
original books, against which any potentially confus-
ing transcripts can be compared, are in the convent at
Peñafiel. Although this is essentially nothing more
than a repetition of what Nicolás de Lira had already
said, this disclaimer serves as a mark of authenticity
for Juan Manuel’s work. With this notice, the author
participates in the medieval concept of an ethics of
language opposing the lie, and is thus able to forestall
any willful error on his part. For those inevitable invol-
untary errors, he resorts to the topos of modesty—al-
ready in use since antiquity—attributing such lapses
to his lack of intelligence. Juan Manuel manipulates
the vernacular language in a fresh, renewed manner,
and with a wider vocabulary and a more purified syn-
tax than Alfonso X. He is partial to concision and clar-
ity, qualities he praises in his uncle’s writing, although
he does experiment with a more hermetic, obtuse style.
The discovery of a skillful use of dialogue is frequently
attributed to Juan Manuel, who arguably anticipates
certain subtleties of the Renaissance.

A list of Juan Manuel’s works appears both in
the Prólogo general and in the prologue to El conde
Lucanor, although there are discrepancies between the
two prologues with regard to the order and number of
works listed. Without the lost Peñafiel codex, what
remains of the author’s writings is found in various
fourteenth-century manuscripts, among them Manu-
script 6376 in the Biblioteca Nacional in Madrid. This
manuscript lacks the Crónica abreviada, which in turn
was found by Sánchez Alonso (in MS. F. 81 [now
1356]), also in the Biblioteca Nacional. Both have
served as the basis for the edition of Juan Manuel’s
Obras completas.

Of the preserved texts one must first cite the Libro
del cavallero et del escudero. Written before 1330, the
work is one of many encyclopedic treatises of the time.
Similar to Ramón Llull’s Llibre de l’ordre de cavalle-
ria, to which Juan Manuel seems to allude, the plot
consists of the encounter between a young squire on
his way to the court, and a former knight—now a her-
mit—who answers the young man’s numerous ques-
tions. The hermit upholds knighthood as the most hon-
orable estate in this world and indoctrinates the squire
through a brief discourse on chivalry; later, the former
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knight gives the young man, now a novice caballero, a
treatise on theology, another on astrology, and several
expositions on the animal, vegetable, and mineral
kingdoms; finally he tells the young man about the sea
and the land, ending with an exaltation of creation as
“manifestación de la gloria de Dios” (manifestation of
God’s glory).

Libro de los estados, finished in 1330, consists of
two books distributed in three parts: the first book’s
hundred chapters, which address different religions
and the estates of the lay population; the first fifty
chapters of the second book, concerning the different
laws (among which only the Christian law is true) as
well as the mysteries of Christ and the estates of the
secular clergy; and the fifty-first chapter of the second
book, dedicated to religious orders and their regula-
tions, especially the orders of preaching friars and of
lesser friars. The structure is that of a work within a
work, all written using dialogue as a technique sup-
ported by the main characters: the pagan king Moro-
bán, the infante Johas and his tutor/teacher Turı́n, and
a Christian preacher named Julio. The basic framework
is similar to that of Barlaam y Josafat. Turı́n, commit-
ted to avoid having to address the concept of mortality,
ends his phase of the prince’s education by explaining
the meaning of death in front of a fortuitously discov-
ered cadaver. Chapter 22 introduces the Castilian
preacher Julio, “omne muy letrado et muy entendido’‘
[a very educated and intelligent man] in matters of
Christian doctrine. Julio claims to be tutor to Prince
Juan, son of the infante Don Manuel, and from that
moment on he will carry the burden of Prince Johas’s
education. The work teaches that, in order to be saved,
he who did not keep the law of nature should follow
Christian law, which fulfilled Old Testament designs.
This law is contained in the Holy Scriptures and is
preached by the church, whose accepted hierarchy, di-
vided into “legos” [the lay population] and “eclesiás-
ticos” [the clergy], is described in detail.

Crónica abreviada, written during the tutelage of
Alfonso XI (around 1320), was thought lost until Sán-
chez Alonso found it in 1941. It is a summary of Al-
fonso X’s Estoria de España, and though Juan Manuel
claims to follow his uncle’s work step by step, it is
actually much more than just a faithful copy.

Libro de la caza, thought by some to be written
late in the author’s life, is a treatise on the art of fal-
conry, addressing the care, training, and medication of
falcons and hawks. Juan Manuel relates not only his
knowledge of the hunt, but also his own personal expe-
rience, to which he alludes in the text.

Libro infinido, or Castigos y consejos a su hijo
don Fernando (1337), is inscribed within the tradition
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JUAN MANUEL

of the education of princes, although it also contains
a strong dose of personal and autobiographical content.
It refers frequently to Libro de los estados.

Libro de las armas, or Libro de las tres razones,
written after 1335, addresses three issues: the meaning
of the coat of arms given to Juan Manuel’s father; the
reason a person may knight others without having been
knighted himself; and the content of Juan Manuel’s
conversation with King Sancho at his deathbed (1295).
The author explains the symbolism of the coat of arms
(especially the angelic ala [wing]) that appeared in his
grandfather’s prophetic vision while his father, Don
Manuel, was in the womb. He relates various anecdotes
told both to his father and to himself, among them the
legend of Doña Sancha de Aragón, similar to the leg-
end of Saint Alexis. He concludes that both his uncle,
Alfonso X, and his father had wanted him to knight
others during their lifetime. Finally, the author de-
scribes King Sancho’s deathbed speech, in which he
tells Juan Manuel of the anguish caused by his parents’
misfortune, and entrusts the young man to the king’s
wife Marı́a and their son Fernando. This work, which
has been praised by Américo Castro as “la primera
página, ı́ntima y palpitante de una confesión escrita
en castellano” [the first intimate, true life confession
written in the Spanish language], has recently been
analyzed from a literary perspective.

Tratado de la Asunción de la Virgen Marı́a was
likely the last work to leave Juan Manuel’s pen. A
brief theological treatise on the Christian miracle of
the Virgin’s Assumption, the work gives several rea-
sons why “omne del mundo no deve dubdar que sancta
Marı́a no sea en cielo” [men in this world should not
doubt that Saint Mary is in heaven].

Finally, Libro del conde Lucanor, (or Libro de
los Enxiemplos del conde Lucanor et de Patronio),
finished in 1335, has come down to the modern reader
in a rather contaminated state. The preservation of five
manuscripts, all from the fifteenth century, attest to its
wide diffusion. The work is divided into five parts, of
which the first is the most extensive, consisting of fifty-
one known exempla. In the second part the style
changes, and in its prologue the author praises the use
of subtlety as a way of making the merit of his work
known. Books 2, 3, and 4 are essentially one book
of proverbs, and the fifth and final book is a general
reflection on Christian doctrine. It is difficult to sepa-
rate the didactic from the narrative; the work’s rhetoric
manages to overcome the dichotomy of the two ele-
ments.

The sources—especially of the exiemplos—can
be found in stories of Oriental origin that, like the Dis-
ciplina clericalis, were well known in the Western
world through their Latin versions. It is important to
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remember that in Alfonso X’s day Calila e Dinna and
Sendebar had already been translated into Castilian.
Other works also circulated in medieval translations,
including Aesop’s fables, Barlaan e Josafat, Sintipas,
the Gesta romanorum, the Legenda aurea, which was
used by preachers who collected exempla, and contem-
porary works such as chronicles and bestiaries.

Some of the exempla may come from oral sources
later recorded in some textual form selected by the
author. Others are indications of Juan Manuel’s own
originality as a creator, as well as his artistic manner
of reelaborating extant texts.

The purpose of the majority of Juan Manuel’s
writings is to teach through pleasure (docere delec-
tando); in several occasions, the author expresses his
goal of morally attending to his readers, orienting their
conduct—including the increase of onras and faci-
endas—according to their estate. Consequently, and
especially in El conde Lucanor, the author filled his
exiemplos with the most useful and entertaining stories
he knew, hoping that his readers would benefit from
the work’s palabras falagueras et apuestas (delightful
and elegant words), while at the same time taking in
the cosas aprovechosas (useful things) mixed in.

Starting in the thirteenth century, the exemplum
played a didactic role, offering models of behavior for
its readers. With Juan Manuel, however, the exemplum
becomes something much more: it is an explicitly
structural, well-determined genre chosen consciously
by the author. Furthermore, it allows Juan Manuel to
establish a perfect accord between the duelling narra-
tive and didactic elements, a desire already implicit in
the prologue’s affirmations.

JESÚS MONTOYA MARTÍNEZ
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